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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled "Generalized Order Statistics" is a 
brief collection of the work done on the topic. I have tried my best to 
include sufficient and relevant materials in the systematic way, which 
are scattered over in four chapters. 
Chapter 1 is introductory in nature introducing concepts, definitions 
etc. needed in the subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 2, properties of marginal and conditional probability 
density function of generalized order statistics are discussed. Various 
structural properties of generalized order statistics are also discussed. 
Chapter 3 contains recurrence relations of pdf, df, and moments of 
generalized order statistics for general as well as some specific 
distributions. 
Finally, in the last chapter, characterizations of distributions through 
conditional expectations of generalized order statistics are discussed. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of bibliography referred in to this 
dissertation is given. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1. Order statistics 
Let X\,X2,---,Xy, be a random sample of size n and if these rv are 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude sucii that 
then Xi-f^ is called the i^ order statistic and Xi.„= mm{X\,X2,---,Xy^) 
and X„.jj= m?ix(X\,X2-,---,X^) are called extremes or smallest and largest 
order statistics (OS). 
The subject of order statistics deals with the properties and applications of 
these ordered random variable(rv) and of function involving them (David, 
1981). It is different from the rank statistics in which the order of the value 
of the observation rather than its magnitude is considered. 
It plays an important role both in model building and in statistical inference. 
For example, extreme (largest, smallest) values are important in 
Oceanography (waves and tides), material strength (strength of a chain 
depends upon the weakest link) and the meteorology(extremes of 
temperature, pressure etc.) 
Another very interesting application of order statistics is found in reliability 
theory. The r order statistics Jf,..„ in a sample of size n represents the life 
length of a {n-r + \) out of n system. This system consists of n 
components of the same kind with independently distributed life lengths. All 
n components start working simultaneously and the system fails, if r or 
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more component fails. In other words, n-r + \ components are necessary 
for the system to work. For r = 1 we have a series system and the case r ~n 
corresponds to a parallel system. 
2. Probability density function of order statistics 
Based on iidI'v X\,...,Xyj possessing an absolutely continuous distribution 
function {df) F, the joint probability density function (pdf) of the n order 
statistics ^i;,7,^2;/7'""''^«:« is 
/x,,,,---,x„,,(^b---.^«)=«-'n/(^/) (2.1) 
and the joint ptif of first r OS is 
/A',.„,-,X...„(^b---,-^r) = n\ 
r . / i ' ^^'•v.n {n-r)\ 
fr-\ 
i/=i 
[\-F{x,)r-' f{x,), r<n 
(2.2) 
th 
and the pdf of r order statistics is 
/x,..„W = '-
'n\ 
r:n 
i/'-l [ F ( x ) r - ' [ 1 - F ( x ) r ' / W , \<r<n (2.3) 
KH 
The pdf of smallest and largest order statistics is obtained by putting r 
and r -n respectively. 
The df of X,..^ is obtained by 
F,,,ix) = PiX,,,<x) 
= P{atleast r of X\,X2,---,Xf^ are atmost x) 
n r„\ 
X . [F{x)ni-F{x)] n-i 
1=1 A ' ; 
1 
F{x) 
J3{r,n-r + l) I r\\-t)"-''dt (2.4) 
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The joint ; ? ^ of X -^.^  and Jf .^„ is 
/x,,„.Y,,„(^r,^-5)=Q,,:jnx.)r~'[F(x,)-F(x,)r-'"-' 
X [1 - ^i^s )f'' fi^r )f{Xs ) , X,< X, 
(2.5) 
wtiere 
n\ 
C,. ,..„ = and l<r <s <n. 
' ir-iy.{s-r-l)\{n-s)\ 
3. Sequential order statistics (Kamps, 1995) 
In reliability theory, if a system of n components of the same kind and 
without any interactions with respect to life length distributions, are working 
then, the system failure is modelled by an order statistics based on iid rv 
However, the failures of some components can more are less strongly 
influence the remaining components. This can be thought of as damage 
caused by the /'^ failure system. In this model, the life distribution of 
remaining components in the system may change after each failure of the 
components. 
If we observe / failure at time x, the remaining components are now 
supposed to have a possibly different life length distribution. The 
distribution is truncated on the left of x to ensure realizations arranged in 
ascending order of magnitude. 
Definition: Let (^,-) i</<«-/•+], !</</? ? t)^  independent rv with 
iYP)\<j<n-M -F^,l<i<n. 
where F],F2,---,F„ are strictly increasing and continuous distribution 
functions and 
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F f ' ( l ) < - < V ( 1 ) . 
Moreover, let X^P =YJ^\ 1 ^ 7 ^  «, 
and for 2<i<n 
Xf = F-\F,{Yf){\ - F,{xtS + Fiixi'-^^)] 
xP=mm{xf,l<j<n-i + \} 
then the rv X; ',---,X;^ are called sequential order statistics. 
If we have absolutely continuous distribution functions F] ,•••, F„, with 
densities / | ,•••,/„, respectively, then the joint p^^of the r sequential order 
statistics X^ ',---,xl!^ is given by 
fyO)...yir)(^l-,^r)-T~7,U 
l-Fiixf) n-i hUi) (3,,) 
[l-/^(A-,-l)l 
r < /7, XQ = " ^ • 
4. Record values (Chandler, 1952) 
In daily life we are often interested in observing new records and in 
recording them. Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model 
for successive extremes in a sequence of iid rv. It may also be helpful as a 
model for successively largest insurance claims in non life insurance, for 
highest water levels or highest temperatures. Record values are also used in 
reliability theory. 
Definition: Let (X,-), \&N be a sequence of iid continuous rv with 
distribution functions {df)F. The rv 
L{\)=\ 
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L(n + l) = mini j > L{n)\X j > X^^-^}, neN , 
are called record times, 
and 
are called record values. 
Based on an iid sequence of rv {Xj ) , isN, with an absolutely continuous 
df F and pdf / , the joint pdf of first r record va\uQsXin\,---,Xii,.\ is 
given by 
and the marginal pdf of ^Y /^^ -A is 
fi^r) ' (4.1) 
1 
•^"^'ur^'^'ir-iy. 
log 
1 - Fix) 
r - l 
/ ( ^ ) (4.2) 
and the marginal cif of X r is 
^z,,,W = i - ( i -^W)I 1 log 1 1 - Fix) (4.3) 7=0 •^ • 
5. k-Records (Dziubdziela and Kopocinski, 1976) 
Consider the situation in which the record values themselves are viewed as 
outliers and hence second or third largest values are of special interest. 
Observing successive k^ largest value in a sequence, Dziubdziela and 
Kopocinski (1976) proposed the following model of k^'^ record values. 
Let (Xj), ieN be a sequence of iid rv with a continuous df F. Noticing 
that for some keN, the sequence 
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{Xj_k+ij),J = k,k + \, 
th 
of k largest order statistics is non decreasing. 
Definition: Let (X/), i^N be iid rv witli di df F and let A: be a positive 
integer. The random variable Lfj^\{n) is given by 
are called /: record tunes and the quantities Xi fy,y J fyj\_^j^_\, which 
we denote by X r ff^\ , neN ,SirQ termed as k^ record values. 
Obviously, we obtain ordinary record values in the case k = l. 
Moreover, Nagaraja (1988) points out that k-records with an underlying df 
F can be viewed as ordinary record values {k -1) based on the d.f G 
(minimum distribution) with 
G{x) = 1 - (1 - F{x)f 
Based on a sequence (X,), /GTV, of iid rv possessing an absolutely 
continuous c^'F and/'c//^/, the joint pJ/^ of k-record X A n\,---,Xi //.\ 
fx ••••>^U.,ir^'^^-^'r) = k^ 
' - (A)( l ) ' - - - ' ^ i (A)( ' - ) 
r - i 
n [\-F{x,)f-^f{x,) 
(5.1) 
and the marginal density of Xr (^j.\ is 
/A^,,w,.^W = 
k' v - i lo^  [\-F{x)f-^f{x) 
Hk)0-)' {r-l)l[ \-F{x) 
and the marginal distribution function of Xi z,.-^ is 
(5.2) 
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r-^ A f 1 V 
^x,^ , , ,= i - [ i -^w]^Z-^iog 
\-Fix) (5.3) 7=0 •^ 
6. Progressive Type-II right censoring (Balakrishnan and Aggrawala, 
2000) 
Under this scheme of censoring from a total of n unit placed on a life test, 
only m are completely observed until failure. At the time of the first failure 
R\ of the n-\ surviving units are randomly withdrawn (or censored) from 
the life testing experiment. At the time of the next failure R2 of « - 2 - R\ 
surviving units are censored and so on. Finally at the time of the in '' failure, 
all the remaining R„^ -n-m- R\ ^m-\ surviving units are censored. 
Suppose n iid units are placed on a life test with the corresponding failure 
times Xi,A^2''"'^/7 being identically distributed with a continuous df F{x) 
and pdffix). 
Suppose further that the prefixed number of failures to be observed is m and 
that the progressive type-II right censoring scheme is(R],R2,---,Rm). 
Then we shall denote the m completely observed failure times by 
bearing in mind that these still depend on the particular choice of 
{R\,R2,---,Rm) used. 
Above model is described as progressively Type-II right-censored order 
statistics from F{x) arising from a sample of size n with the censoring 
scheme {R\,R2,---,R„^). 
The pdf of all m progressively Type-II right-censored order statistics is 
m 
/A-,„,,„...,x„„(^i.-.^„,)=cnM){i-^(^,)!''' (6-1) 
; = l 
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x\ <X2 <••• <Xyj 
where 
C = n{n-R^ -\)---{n-R^ -7?2 Rjn-\-~m + l) 
7. Generalized order statistics (Kamps, 1995) 
Kamps introduced the model of generalized order statistics. 
Definition: Lei neN, k> I, mi,m2,---,mf^_\ eR, M^^Yl^^j^ 
.1=1' 
1 < r < w - 1 , be parameters such that /,. = k + n-r + M,. >l for all 
r G {1,-••,«-!}, and let m = {m\,---,m^_\) and if «> 2 {m G R arbitrary if 
« = 1). 
Iftherv U{r,n,m,k), r = 1, •••,«, possesses a joint pt^ of the form 
JU{\,n,m,k),---,U{n,n,m,k)y^]^"'^^n)- ^ Yin 
fn-\ 
V/=l 
IV: {\-u^) 
(7.1) 
on the cone 
0 < i/] < • • • < i/„ < 1 
of /^",then they are called uniform generalized order statistics. 
Here ^ > 1, y,~>\ and \<r<n-\. 
A special case in the concept of generalized order statistics is choosing in 
according to 
W | = • • • = W ^ _ | = IflE R 
The main regularity conditions imposed on k, n and r(< n) are, 
k>l and k + {n-r){in + \)>l. 
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Generalized order statistics based on some df F are defined by the means of 
quantile transformation 
X{r, n, in, k) = F' {U{r, n, m, k)) , r = 1 ,•••, n, 
mentioning tiiat all the conditions of parameters are satisfied as in uniform 
generalized order statistics. 
The rv 
X{r, n, in, k) = F~ (U{r, n, in, k)) , r -\ ,---,n 
are called generalized order statistics. 
Let Zj , • • •, X,j are iid having df F and pdf f, noticing that 
P{X{\,n,m,k)<x\,---,X{n,n,iri,k)<Xj^) 
= P{F"^U{\,n,m,k)<xx,---,F~^U{n,n,m,k)<x„) 
= P{U{\,n,ih,k)<F{x\),-,V{n,n,m,k)<F{x„)) 
The joint pfi/of the generalized order statistics 
X{\, n, in, k),---,X{n, n, m, k) 
is given by 
fx{\,n,rn,k),---,X{n,n,ifi,k)i^^"''>^n)-~^ 
,./=• Jv/=i 
x(l-F(xj/-7(xJ (7.2) 
on the cone 
F' ' (0)<JCi<---<x„<F' ' ( l) 
The joint pdf of the first r uniform generalized order statistics 
U{\,yi,m,k),---,U{r,n,m,k), r-\,---,n is given by 
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(r-\ 
= c,_\ no--/)'"' 
V/=l 
(1-^r) k+n-i'+My-\ 
(7.3) 
on the cone 
0 < z^ i < • • • < w^ < 1 
The joint p(^/of the first r generahzed order statistics based on an absolutely 
continuous df F with pdf f is given by 
/ , . 
fx{],^^,m,kl•••.XO%n,m,k)i^]^^^^^^r)-^r~\ Y\i^-F{Xi)f'f{x/) 
\r- J 
x ( l - f ( x , ))*-'"- '""*' '- ' /(A» (7.4) 
on the cone 
F~\Q)<X\<---<X,<F~\\) 
Notations: 
^ r - i = n yi 
i=\ 
g,„(x) = /?,„(x)-/2,„(0) 
X 
= j(i-0"V? 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
and h,^ {x) ~ 
(1-x) /w+l 
log 
m + l 
(T^ 
m ^-l 
m ~-\ 
, xe (0 , l ) (7.7) 
In the derivation of marginal distributions the choice of m is restricted. 
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Therefore, here we will consider two cases. 
Case 1. In case 1 we will assume m\ =--- = w„_i =m with respect to the 
generalized order statistics X{r, n, m, k), r >2. 
The marginal density function of the r' generalized order statistic based on 
an absolutely continuous df F with pdf f is given by 
fxir^njn.k) (^) = ^ ^ ( 1 - F(x))^^"''^^'-"' f{x) g',;^ {F{x)) (7.8) 
And the joint pdf of the generalized order statistics X{r,n,m,k) and 
X{s, n, m, k), where l<r <s <n, based on an absolutely continuous df F 
with pdf f is given by 
X [Kmy)) - Km^r'-' [i - F(y)]^+("-)(-+i)-' /(x)/(y) 
(7.9) 
where x<y and C„ ,..„ = '^ . 
^ ' • " ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! 
Case 2. In this case we will assume throughout that the parameters 
/],•••,}''„ are pair wise different, i.e. 
iVj ^  m j and y^ ^  y; , ii^ j for all 2,76 (1,-• -,/?). 
For this case the pdf of X{r,n,m,k) is given by (Kamps and Cramer, 2001). 
/x(r,;v^,A)W = ^ r-l / W t^i[l-F{x)f'~^ (7.10) 
/ = 1 
and the joint p(i/^  of X(r,/7, w,/:)and ^ (^ , n, w,/:), where \<r<s<n, 
is 
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fx{r,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k)i^^y) = Cs-\ 
where x<y 
and 
i ^'(.)^'-^<^'^' 
i=r+\ \-F{x 
(7.11) 
a, =«/('^)=n 1 y=,(7y-r/) , Yi'^Yi \<i<r<n 
» aY\s)= n 1 
. = r + l ( ^ . / - ^ / ) 
yj ^Yi r + \<i<s<n 
J 
J*' 
All the models, which are discussed earlier i.e. Ordinary order statistics, 
records, k records, sequential order statistics. Progressive Type-II right 
censoring, are special cases of generalized order statistics. 
8. Special cases 
(1) In the case W] = W2 = • • • = w„_| = 0 and k-l 
i.e. y,. -n-r + 1 , ]<r<n-\. 
The model reduces to the joint/7(^of ordinary order statistics from n iid rv 
X\ ,•••, X^, with df F: 
n 
(2) For positive real numbers «],•••, a„ and 
mi =:(«-/ + l)<2,- - («-z)«/^] - 1 , z = l,---,«-l and k-Uy^ 
i.e. Yy-[n-r^\)ay^, \<r<n-\. 
we obtain the joint/?(^ 
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JX{\.n.fri,a,j).---,X{r,n,m,ai^)\^\^"'^^n) " ^• 
V./=l }\i=\ 
x{\-F{x„)f'^'^f{x,) 
of sequential order statistics based on 
F,{t) = \-{\-F{t)f>- A<r<n, 
where F is an arbitrary, absolutely continuous df. 
(3) For m\ = ^ 2 = • • • = w„_i = -1 and /t = 1, we obtain the ]omipdf of 
record values based on the sequence (Jf,),/e/V of iidrv W\ih. df F. 
/ z ( l , / 7 , - l , l ) , - - - , X ( / 7 , ? 7 , - l , l ) ( ^ l ' - - - ' ^ / 7 ) = n ^^^••' /(^n) 
(4) At W] =m2=--- = w„_i = -1 and /t e A ,^ we obtain the joint pdf of 
first n, k record values based on the sequence (X,-), / 6 A^  of iid rv with 
dfF. 
fx{\M~\.k)--,X{n,n~\,k)i^\^---^^n)-l^' 
Y\ f^^:^ 
/ = ! nx,) (l-F(x„/-'/K) 
(5) If v^ e put mj = i?,- for (/' = \,2,---,m -1) and Y,.=n-r + \- ^ /^ ,- for 
j=r 
and K = R^^ +1, we obtain the joint pdf 
m 
(=1 
of progressive Type II right censoring, 
where 
C = n{n-Rx -\)---in-Ri-R2 R^-i - w + 1). 
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9. Rao-Shanbhag Condition (Rao and Shanbhag, 1994) 
Consider the integral equation 
\H{x + y)/.i{dy) = H{x) + C for [L] a.e. xeR^ (9.1) 
where // is a non-arithmetic G finite measure of Rj^ with /i[{0}]<l and 
H: Rj^->R is a Borel measurable either non-decreasing or non-increasing 
[L] a.e. function that is locally [L] integrable and is not identically equal to 
zero [L] a.e. Then there exist ri&R such that 
jexp(77j)//(6/x) = l (9.2) 
K 
and H has the form 
f7 + ci^(l-exp(77x)) for \L\ a.e. if n^O 
[y + /3x for [L] a.e. if 77 = 0 
where a , P ,Y are some constants. 
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CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND STRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
L Introduction 
In this chapter single, joint and marginal distributions of generalized order 
statistics are given. Further the structural properties of generalized order 
statistics and their interrelationships are discussed. Some characterizing 
results of generalized order statistics are also included. Important deductions 
are given as well. 
2. Marginal and conditional density function of generalized order 
statistics 
Here we will assume two cases. 
Case 1: mj =/?72 =••• = w„_l = w. 
The marginal density of the r generalized order statistics X(r,/7, m, k), 
r e(l , 2,---, n) is given by 
fx(r. n. «, *)(^) = 7 ^ (1 - f W ) * " " - " ^ ' - ' f(x) g'„;\F(x)) 
( r -1)! 
=^i\-F{x))'^^'-'^^'-^'^-' mg'-^~\F{x)) (2.1) 
( r -1)! 
where symbols are as defined in Chapter 1. 
The joint/?4/^ofX(r, n,m,k) and X{s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n, is given by 
X [hm(Fiy)) - h,,{Fi^)Y-'-' [1 - F{y)]'^^"-^^^^''^-' f{x)f{y) 
v^  (/iiuiuuiiui ui^ii iiniiiuti!, uiiu on iituirui /ji ujjm twd u/ ^t:iiiii uii^t;u ui ut:r iiuii:>iici 10 
x<y (2.2) 
where 
C ^s-l 
{r-\)l{s~r-l)l 
Thus the conditional pdf of X{s,n, m, k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, 
1 < r < 5 < «, is given by 
fs\Ay\^)'=- s-r-\ {s-r-\)\c,._i{m^\) 
f{y) 
[F{x)] k+{n-r~\){m+\) 
x<y (2.3) 
where F{x) = P {X >x) = \-F{x) 
This conditional/?(^can also be written as 
fs\Ay\^)- ^i- i {s - r - 1)! c,._\ {m + 1) s-r-l 1-
m+\ -\s-r-[ 
X 
Hy) 
Fix) 
k+{in+l){n-s)-\ 
Fix) (2.4) 
And the conditional pdf of Xir,n,m,k) given X(J ' , «, AW,/:)=^ j ^ , 
1 < r < ^ < «, is given by 
is-1)1 im +1) 
fr\s(^ y) 
X 
ir-l)\is-r-\)\ 
[Fix)ni-iFix))'^-J-^[iFix)) mn .^.,.^^m+l^r-lr/^/„^^/^+l _ ( ;^(^) )m+Y-r- l^^^^ 
[i-{Fiyr^'r' 
x<y (2.5) 
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Case 2: When mj ^ m ; and /i^/; i,j = l,---,n-\ 
The marginal density function based on absolutely continuous df F withpdf 
f is given by (Kamps and Cramer, 2001). 
r 
fxir,n,m,k)(x) = Cr-] fix)J]ai[\-F{x)Y''~ (2.6) 
/=1 
and the df of r generalized order statistic 
f 
^X(>,..«l,yt)W = l -^ r - l I ^ [ l - F ( x ) f ' ,l<r<n (2.7) 
i=\ ^i 
and the joint pdf of X{r,n,m,k) and X{s,n,m,k) where \<r<s<n is 
given by 
fx{i\n. m, k)^X{s, «, m, k)ix^y)-Cs-\ 
i=r+\ 
-r,-^ 
Fix) 
X Z^/W(^w) Ti 
\i=\ 
fix) fjy) 
Fix) Fiy) 
where 
^i=^iii') = Yl 1 
M^rj-ri) 
and 
a t\^)- n 
/ = r + l ( ^ . / - ^ / ) 
7^' 
y j "^Yi, \<i<r <n 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Yji^Yi, r+l<i<s<n (2.10) 
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Thus the conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, 
\<r <s <n, 
fX{s,njv,k)\X(i%n,m,k)(y\ ^y ^s~\ ( ' • ) , Z<^^) F{x) 
Yi fjy) 
F{y) 
,x<y{2A\) 
This is also the/?<^'of the generalized order statistic Z(s ~ r,n- r,ju,k) 
based on the pdf H^ given by 
l - F ( x ) 
where the vector // reads (//i,---,/^«-r-i) = (w^+l,---,W/7-l)-
And the conditional pc^ of X{r,n,m, k) given X(^,«, m,/:) = 3 ,^ 
1 < r < ^  < «, X < ;;, is given by 
frisi^y)-
z=r+l F{x) 
Yi 
F{x) 
(2.12) 
E «/ (^)[/^(7)] r/ 
V/=i 
Lemma 2.1: Form/=w,-, /,7 =l,---,/7-l, 
Let Wf. ^, - X{s, n, m, k)-X{r,n, m,k) for some \<r<s<n. 
Then thep:^ of W,.^g is 
00 
fw, ,M-Cr,s:n \ {I-Fix)f f{x)g'^-\Fix) 
-00 
x(/,„ (F(w + X)) - h„, (F(x))r^- ' (1 - F(H< + ^ ))*^-(«-^)('"+l)-l /(w + X) A 
and in particular 
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Cn-\ 
00 
^ ' ' " (n-2)! \{\-F{x)r fix) 
- 0 0 
x(h,„{F{w + x))-h^,{F{x))f~^{\-F{w + x)f~^f{w + x)dx. 
for the range (i.e. r = \ ,s = n). 
Thus 
CO 
fw, .A^^) n-\ {n-2)\ 
VI' 
\i\-F{x)rf{x) 
- 0 0 
j(/7/,,(F(/ + j))-/?,„(F(x)))"~^(l-F(/ + jc))^~'/(^ + ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
-co 
where the inner integral may be solved via iterated integration by parts. 
Lemma 2.2: ¥or mj^m; and /j ^7 /? i,J -U---,n-l. 
Let X{s, n,m,k)- X{r, n, in, k)- W,. ^ for some 1 < r < ^  < « 
then 
00 
0 
I "Pis) 
i=r+] 
1 - F{v + w) Yi 
X Y,a,{r){\-F{v)y' /(v) / (v + w) 
[ l - F ( v ) ] [ l - F ( v + w)] 
dv, 
and 
%,,,(>v)-l- j / / 1 - F{v + w) ^ 
l -F (v ) , r ,5 ^Fx{r,n,m,k)(^)^ 
where the function / / is defined by 
^ ^ ( z ; r , . ) - ^ r i ^ «('-)(,) 1 / ' , z€(0 , l ) . 
^r-1 ,=,+1 //• 
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3. Properties and density function of single generalized order statistics 
Single generalized order statistics based on some absolutely continuous df 
F are defined via the quantile transformation of uniform generalized order 
statistics, the pdf of the r generalized order statistic X{r, n, m, k), 
nil =•••- mj._] = m,\s expressible as 
fx{r, A7, m, k)ix) = fuir, n, m, y t ) (^W)/W (3-1) 
Thus the marginal densities of uniform generalized order statistics play an 
important role in the investigation of generalized order statistics. 
Here some notations are introduced and some properties are discussed. 
Let m\ =m2 -••• = mf._i - m . The pdf of the r uniform generalized order 
statistic is denoted by 
(r - Ij! 
(3.2) 
Lemma 3.1: In the case m\=m2---- = yny^_\ = m, the following recurrence 
relations hold for 1 < r < « - l(Kamps, 1995): 
(/) [k + {n-r-\){m +1)] (p^ „(j) + r{m + \)(pf.+i^ni^) 
=[k + {n-\){m + \)\(p,^,,_l{x), (3.3) 
(//) [k + {n- r -\){m^\)][(p ^^l {x)- (p , ,{x)] 
(3.4) 
= [k + {n-\){m + 1)] [cp,.+!,,{x)-(p,^ ^_i (x)], 
(//7) \k^{n- l)(m + 1)] [(^  (x) - (p ;.^_i(x)] 
(3.5) 
= r(w + l ) [^ , , , (x)-(^ ,+l„(x)] 
where (p ^ „(x) is as given in (3.2). 
Proof: If m = - 1 , then (p ^ ^ (x) = ^ ^ „_1 (x) and the equation is trivial. 
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Let m^-\. Noticing tiiat 
r+1 r 
= [k + {n-r~\){m + \)\c^_i{n) 
r+1 
and c,.(rt) = ] ^ [k + {n~i){mA-\)\ 
i=\ 
Therefore 
/=] 
r+1 
k + {n-l){m + l) 
That is, 
c,.(n) ^[k + (n- l)(m +1)] c,._i[n -1) 
Hence 
[k + {n-r-- \){m + 1)] ^  r,ni^) + ^('^ + 1) ^ r+l,«(^) 
{r-\)\ 
+ r(m + l ) ^ ( l - x / - ' - l g ; ( x ) 
= - ^ ( 1 - ^)^+(—1)(-+1)-1 ^ - 1 (^) [(1 _ ^)-+l + (^ +1)^^^ (,)] 
( r-1)! 
= [/^  + (/7-l)(m + l)](^^^„_l(x) 
(//•) and (///) are directly obtained from (z). 
In the case of record values (m = -1) the identities are trivial. But for w T^  -1 
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above lemma is generalization of a well-known identity for densities of 
ordinary OS; ( David, 1981). 
Corollary 3.1: Consider generalized order statistics based on an absolutely 
continuous c//'F Wiih pdff. 
Since fx^r. n. «1, k)i^) ^Vr^n {Fix))f{x) , (3.6) 
The above relations are valid for densities of generalized order statistics. 
Lemma 3.2: The df O .^^ ^ corresponding to the pdf ^,. „(x) and 
W] - m2 =••• = mr-\ =m and r e(l,---, n), is given by 
r-1 
0 , , , (x) := l -c ,_ i ( l -x)^+"- ' '+^ ' - X - ^ giix),xEiO,l) (3.7) 
rX 
Corollarj/ 3.2: Since O,. „(x)= I ^^_^(r)(i/, the recurrence relations in 
Lemma 3.1 are also valid for the (^of uniform generalized order statistics 
with 
(wj =1712 = • • • = /w„_] =m , 1 < r < « - 1). 
Using the quantile transformation, we obtain a representation of the df of a 
generalized order statistics based on an arbitrary df F. 
Fx{r,n,m,k)i^) = ^r,niFix)). 
Corollary 3.3: Let m\ =m2 =--- = mj._\ -m and let F be an arbitrary df. 
Then the marginal df of thQ r generalized order statistics X{r, n,m, k) is 
given by 
= l -c ,_ i ( l -F(x))^" '^-^^^^ X -^r^-siiFix)) (3.8) 
/•=0 J-^r-j-l 
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Corollary 3.4: Given the df O,. „ and (t>,._i ^ (using Lemma 3.2) with 
m\ = m2 =-••• = tytr-\ = '^ , we have for r > 2: 
^ I > r . . W - ^ r - l , . = - 7 ^ ( l - ^ ) ' " " - ' ^ " ' ' ^ g ; - k x ) , x e ( 0 , l ) (3.9) 
(r-1)! 
Proof: The assertion may be shown by direct calculation or via integration 
by parts, noticing that g„j(0) = 0, 
X X 
0 o ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ ' 
( r - l ) ! 0 
X 
'-^r-2 /I \k+n-r+M^ / - - l / N , ^ / N 
= -;—wA^~^^ Sm W + 0^-i,^(x). 
(r - l ) ! 
Remark 3.1: Together with Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, 3.4, there are 
also representations available for 
0 , „ ( x ) - 0 , _ i „_i(x) andO,_i , , (x ) -0 ,_ i „_i(x) 
at m| = W2 =••• = m„_l =m. 
The identities in corollary 3.2 and corollary 3.4 for function O^ ^ lead to 
useful relations for i^of generalized order statistics. 
Corollary 3.5: LetX(r, n,m,k) be the generalized order statistics. Then 
(i) For r > 2 and m] = m2 = • • • = m^_i -m we have: 
= - T = ^ ( l - ^ W ) * " " " " ' ^ ' « " ' " ' < ^ W (3.10) ( r - l ) ! 
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(ii) For r > 2 and m| = ^2 = • • • = w„_i = m, the following relations hold. 
(a) [k + {n- \){m + 1)] Fx^r-\, n-\, m, k)i^) 
= [k + (n- r)(m + l)]Fx(r-lnMk) W + ('' ' ^)("^ + l)^X(r,/7,m,yt)( '^) 
(b) ^>(r, «. OT, ^ ) ( ^ ) - ^>(r- l , «- l , m, k)i^) 
(r-1)! 
and 
(c) Fxir-l, n,m, k)i^) " ^^( r -1 , /7-1, w, ;t)(^) 
^ + («-l)(m + l) ( r - 2 ) ! ^ ^ ^ im v v ; 
In the case of ordinary order statistics i.e. m = 0 and k-l the identities 
reduce to 
^X(r, «, 0,1)W-^X(r-1,/7, 0,1) W = 
'^^ X(r, /7, 0, \)i^)~^X{r-\,n-\, 0,1)W 
^^^(r-l, 7^, 0, \)(^)-^X(r-l, n-\, 0,1) W -
f n \ 
yr-h 
F^-\x){\-F{x)r'^\ 
F'-\x){\-F{x)f-'''\^ 
F'-\x){\-F{x)f-'''\ 
The first equation is due to David and Shu (1978). They note that equation 
provide a representation for 
r-\:n r-\.n-\^ 
From the above formula the recurrence relation for moment and iox pdfzMi 
also be obtained (Khan et al., 1983). 
Lemma 3.3: (Kamps and Cramer, 2001) 
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For case 2 when mi^mj and Yi^Yj , i,j~l,---,n-l, the following 
recurrence relations hold for given densities, 
(/) k + n - r -\ + /^mj fx{r,nAm\ ,•••, «7„_, ),/t)(^) 
+ 
^ r ^ 
/X(r+l,n,( m\,---, m„_] ),^)W 
/ 7 - 1 
k + n-l+ ^m I fx{r, n-l, {mj ,•••, w„_i), k)i^) (3-11) 
where 1 < r < « - 1 
Obviously this lemma can be stated in terms of distribution functions and 
moments, too. 
The above identity may equivalently be written as 
/ 
n-l ^ 
m J k + n-\+ YJ 
f 
r + 
fx{r, n,m, k)i^)-fx{r, n-l, p, k)i^). 
r 
T^j fx{r, n, m, k)i^)-fx{r+l, n, m, k)i^)\ (3-12) 
where m = (m|,---, w„_]) and //==(m2,--', w„_j) and l < r < f 7 - l . 
Proof: By means of generalized order statistics based on the standard 
uniform distribution, we have 
fu(r. n, m, ^)(^) = ^r-l Z ^/(^) ^^  " ") 
i=l 
Yi-
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r+1 
Cr-\ Z « / ( ^ + l ) ( r r + l - r / ) a - ^ ) ^ ' ' 
/ = l 
/• + 1 r + 1 
/=1 /=! 
Hence 
f \ 
r Yr+X fu{r,n,m,k)i'^) + r+Y.^j fuir+\,n,m,k)i^) 
r+1 
/-2 
On the other hand, observing that /,• = /j^i , 1 < / < « - 2, where /i ,• • •,//7-2 
are the constants corresponding to the generalized order statistics 
^ ( r , w - l , / / , ^)depending on n-l and / /= {m2 ,•••, m^_l), the latter 
expression is seen to coincide with /j fyr^ „_] ^ ^)(w), i/ G (0,1). 
The representation of the marginal distribution function in above Lemma 
directly yields 
r 
Fx{r. /7, /«, k)i^)-Px{r-\, n, m, yt)W = -^r-2 E^/(^) 0 " ^W)^ ' 
/=1 
- y^ JX{r,n,m,k)y^) . . , 
as ( /^(r - 1) = {y,. - /,•) <3/(r), \<i<r ,2<r <n. 
Under the assumption mj =^2 =••• = w,._i =m, this relation is stated in 
Kamps (1995), and it is well Imown for ordinary order statistics (David, 
1981). 
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Lemma 3.4: Let the rv T be distributed with density (p,, ^ and 
OT] = /772 = • • • = mf._\ = m . 
Then its expectation is given by 
r-1 
^(n=^r-iE 1 
/=0 '^r-j-l ^i=Q 
Proof: This can be proved by noting that 
1 
E{T)=\{\-^,^^{t))dt 
0 
Y\{k + n-r + Mj. +\ + i{m + \)) 
r-l 
'/-I Z -
/=:0 ^-^r-y-i 0 
j(i-0'""-'"'''-^^(0^^ 
r-l 
/=0^/'-./-J (/=0 
Cr-\Yj Y\{k + n-r + Mj.+\ + i{m + \)) 
J 
Jh Remark 3.2: In the case of ordinary order statistics and k records, we 
obtain 
(i) m:=^Q,k = \: E{T) = 
n + l 
and 
(ii) m = '\ ,keN: E(T)^l-2~''. 
Lemma 3.5: Let ^^ „ be thQpdf of r uniform generalized order statistics 
with m\ =/W2 =--- = m^_\ = m . Then (p^ ^(x), X G ( 0 , 1), possesses a finite 
upper bound, if the following condition holds. 
{r = l} V { r > l A m > - l } v {r>l A m<-l A k + n-r + Mf. >l} (3T3) 
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4. Transformation and properties of generalized order statistics 
It is clear from Pfeifer's model that generalized order statistics have 
Markovian structure. Deheuvels (1984) and Gupta (1984) have shown this 
property for ordinary order statistics and for records. 
Remark 4.1: Deheuvels (1984) has shown that the sequence 
{X{r,n,-\,k)),r = 2,---,n of k record values and the sequence 
{X{n-k + \,n,Q,\)) ,k = \,---,n-\ of ordinary order statistics possesses 
identical transition probabilities {t>s)\ 
P{X{r, n,-[,k)>t\X{r-l,n,-\,k) = s) 
=P{Xin-k + l,n,0,l)>t\X{n-k,n,0,\) = s)--'l-F{t)'^ 
1 - F{s) 
where \<k<n-l. 
Moreover, 
P{X{n, n, m, k)>t \ X{n- 1, n, m, k) = s) = 1 - m 
\-F{s) 
V-
and for w < 0 , k&{l,---,n-l), 
P{X{n-k + 1, n,m,l-m{k-\))>t X{n-k, n,m,\-m{k-1)) = s) 
^1-F( / )^^ 
\-F{s)^ 
Lemma 4.1: For any j eN , the Markov chain of generalized order 
statistics X{r, n,-l,{k-\){m + l) + j) ,2<r<n ,and X{n-k + l, n, m,j), 
and \<k<n-l, possesses the transition probabilities (t > s) 
U 
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P{X{r, n-\,{k - \){m + 1) + ; ) > H X(r - 1, n-\, (k - \){m + l) + j)^s) 
= P(X{n~ k + \, n, mJ)>t\X{n-k,n,m,j)-s)-
f^_pu\\i^^'^~^^^"^^^'^ 
\-F{s)j 
Lemma 4.2: Let r,- > 2 , / = 1, 2,and X(/-,-, rij, mj, kj), X{ri - 1 , «/, rrij, kj), 
/ = 1,2, be two pairs of generalized order statistics and let the condition 
F(x) < 1 for all x be fulfilled with respect to the underlying (i/^F. Then 
{X{rj -I, ni, mi,k]) and X{r\, n\,mi, k\)-X{ri -1,«| , W|,A:|) are 
independent} and 
{X{r2 - I, «2, ^2 , ^^ 2) and X{r2,n2,m2, ^2)~-^('^2 ~ U "2' "^ 2 ' ^^ 2) '^ ^^  
independent} are equivalent statements. 
Based on the standard exponential distribution {F{x) = l-e~^), it is well 
known that the normalized spacing 
Yi={n-i + l)(Xi.j,-Xi_i.^), i = l,---,n , 
with XQ.JJ -0, are stochastically independent and again distributed 
according to F. This important resuh is stated in Sukhatme (1937) and 
Renyi (1953), (David, 1981). 
Rohatgi and Saleh (1988) point out that the same property holds true for 
order statistics with non-integral sample size. Resnick (1973b) shows an 
analogous behavior of records; i.e. the rv 
Z\ = ^I(l) , Zi = ^ Z(0 - ^Lii-l) J^Ni^ 2). 
are stochastically independent and exponentially distributed ( Pfeifer, 1989). 
Thus the r^ ordinary order statistics X^.^ may be represented as a 
weighted sum of iid rv 
r ^ Y-
, . , n-i+i 
;=1 ;=1 
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and the r record as 
r 
The generaUzation of the assertions to generalized order statistics is subject 
of the following theorem; generalized order statistics can also be represented 
as a sum of iid rv. 
Theorem 4.1: Let X{j,n,m,k), J = \,---,n , be the generalized order 
statistics based on the df F with F{x) = 1 -e~^ , x>0. 
Then the rv 
T] =r]X{l,n,m,k) 
Yj = Yj{X{j, n, in, k)-X{j-\,n,m, k)) ,j = 2,---,n , 
with /j=k + n-j + Mj 
are stochastically independent and identically distributed according to F. 
Moreover, we have the representation 
X{r,n,m,k) = X{\, n, m,k)+ ^ {X{j, n, m, k) - X{j -1, n, m, k)) 
y=2 
r 
= 1 
. 7=1 
Y,-
_J_ 
yj 
Proof: Let F{x) = \-e •"' , x > 0. Then 
n, m, k),---,X(n, n,m, k)\-^l ^'"•>-^n) 
./=] ' l/=i 
i\~F{x,)f-^f(x,) 
n-\ 
-E:^/(^./-^7-i) 
./=i 
XQ-0,X\<^•^<Xy^. 
From the definition of Yi and density transformation we obtain 
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n 
7=1 
Remark 4.2: \f m = k -\ is assumed in addition, then 
n 
fx{\. n. A'-l, k),--.X{n. n. A:-l, A)(^| ,---,Xn) = k"" n\ f | (1 -F(x,-)) " /(x,-) 
/=1 
is the joint p(^of ordinary order statistics on n iidrv with df 
G{x) = ! - ( ! - F{x))^ 
which is the distribution of the minimum of k rv distributed according to F. 
Hence 
with G being the ^ 'of ordinary order statistics Y{j,n,0,\), j = \,---,n. 
One more transformation with the class of generahzed order statistics 
contains a result for records (m = -1) (Nagaraja, 1988): 
k record values with an underlying df F can be viewed as ordinary record 
values {k = \) based on the df G of a. certain minimum : 
G(x) = l - ( 1 - F ( x ) / . 
Remark 4.3: Let G be the i^ ^of the minimum of ^ e A^  iidrv Wiih df F: 
G(x) = l - ( l - F ( x ) ) ^ 
Then we find 
/X(l,n,5(/?i+l)-l,5/c),---,j(;i.«,5(m+l)-l,s/c)(^]'"'"'^n) 
~ JY{\,n,m,k),---,Y{n,n,m,k)y^] ^'"^^n) 
with G to be the underlying df of the generalized order statistics 
Y{j,n,m,k),j = l,---,n. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MOMENTS OF GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the sufficient condition for existence of moments, 
inequalities for moments and recurrence relations for moments of 
generalized order statistics are discussed. Also moments of some special 
distributions are discussed for both cases i.e. for w,=w,- and for 
The pseudo-inverse F" is given by 
F-'O;) = inf{x;F(x)>).},j;G(0,l) 
of some distribution function F is very much used in calculating the 
moments of generalized order statistics. Some properties of a pseudo-inverse 
function are stated in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1: (Witting, 1985) 
Let F be a ^ and F~ be its pseudo-inverse. Then we have for all 
y G (0,1) and for all x^R: 
(i) F{x)>yOx>F-\y), 
(ii) F{x-)<y<^x<F-\y+), 
(iii) F{F-\y)-)<y<F{F-\y)), 
(iv) F~\F{X))<X<F~\F{X)+) . 
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2. Sufficient conditions for the existence of moments 
Applying the pseudo-inverse, David (1981), Hwang and Lin (1984a) 
obtained the expression for the expected value of a measurable function of 
an ordinary order statistics and Grudzien and Szynal (1983) obtained the 
expression for the expected value of a measurable function for k record 
values. In the same manner applying the pseudo-inverse, the expression for 
the expected value of a measurable function of the generalized order statistic 
X{r, n, m, k)is obtained. 
Lemma 2.1: Let X(r, n,m,k) be a generalized order statistic based on the 
(if F, m\=---- mj,_\ = m and T be a measurable function. Then we have 
1 
E^'{X{r,n,m,k))^\'¥{F~\x)) (p^^^{x)dx (2.1) 
0 
where (p,,,^ is the pdf of uniform generalized order statistics. 
Proof: Using 
We have 
E ^(X(r, n, m, k))=E 'i'(F~\U(r, n, m, k))) 
1 
0 
Remark 2.1;; In this chapter only the requirement of existence of the 
moments EX^{r, n, m, k) is considered; negative and non-integer valued 
moments are also permitted. Thus for the moments to be well defined, the 
following regularity conditions are assumed: 
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F " ' ( 0 > 0 for all / e ( 0 , l ) , / / a>Q,aiN 
F ~ ' ( 0 > 0 for all te{Q,\), if a<Q,-a^N 
F'\t)>Q for all re(0,1) 
^yF~\t)<0 for all ? G ( 0 , 1 ) , if -aeN 
The existence of some positive moments of a generalized order statistic can 
be ensured globally by the existence of the higher moments (Lin, 1987). 
Theorem 2.1: Let the rv X be distributed according to F and suppose 
E\X\ < CO for some /? > 0. 
Then for the corresponding generalized order statistics with 
/77| = • • • =^inj.__\ ~ m 
we have: 
\a E\X{r,n,m,k)\ < QO for all a G ( 0 , / ? ) . 
Proof: Using the Holder inequahty, the representation of ^^ „ and (1.11) 
with y? 
P-a 
> 0 together imply 
E\X{r,n,m,k)f <{E\xff'^ 
f\ 
l(^r,n(0)^^^^-"^^ 
vo 
\~a:l3 
< 00 
J3 In the above theorem, it is pre-assumed that if E\X\ <GO exists for some 
\a P>0 t\\Qn E\X{r,n,m,k)\ < oo exists for all 0< a <y^. 
Corollary 2.1: Let F be the df of the rv X and X{r,n,m, k) be the 
coiTesponding generalized order statistics with m] = • • • = m,._\ = m . 
If the condition 
{r = \} V {r>l A m > - l } v {r>l A /77<-1 A k + n~r + M,.>1} 
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IS satisfied and if i^ l X | < oo for some a eR , then 
E\ X{r, n , m, k)\ < oo. 
Remark 2.2: The above condition does not hold for ordinary record values 
(w = - 1 , k = \). Nagaraja (1978) shows by an example that the existence of 
E{X) does not imply the existence of E{X^f^\). However above corollary 
may be applied to k record values with k > 1 and r > 1. 
3. Sen's theorem for generalized order statistics (Sen, 1959). 
This theorem provides the substantial improvement in finding the existence 
of moments of order statistics and of generalized order statistics. 
1'heorem 3.1;; Let X be distributed according to F with a continuous pt/f 
/ . I f 
E\X\ <CO for some S>0 , 
Then for the corresponding ordinary order statistics, with a > 0, we have 
£|X,..^, I <Go for all/-,« satisfying ~<r<n + \ . 
S S 
Let the rv X be Cauchy distributed; then the moments E{X) exist for 
(X 
0<S <L Putting S = ,aeN, Sen's theorem yields : 
a + \ 
E\Xj..^\ <Go for all r,n satisfying a + l< r <n- a . 
In the case of generalized order statistics the theorem of Sen can be stated as 
follows: 
Theorem 3.2: Let X be distributed according to F with apdf f satisfying 
E X\ < 00 for some S>0 , 
If X(r, n,m,k) is a generalized order statistic based on F with 
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iv] -•• = m,._.\ -m , then, for a > (5, we have 
with 
E a 
-^{r.n,m,k) < °° for all r, n, in and k, 
r>— and 
5 
GC 
k + n-r + Mr>— , m>-l 
' 5 
k + n-r + Mr>~, m = -l 
' S 
cc 
^ 5 
Proof: Since 
+ 00 
^{r,n,m,k) = \ Vf^ (P r ,n(F {t)) dF {t) 
-GO 
( 0 +00 A 
1 - J 
V-co 0 J 
The integrals are considered separately. 
i « 
t[~(p,^^{F{t))dF{t) 
Let c'j(x)= j |r| <:/F(/); since C|(x)< 00 
-co 
Cj increases with respect to x and we find lim C} (x) = 0 , 
X - ^ - c o 
lim C](x) = £ | X | <co , 
X—>C0 
and if x<0': |x F(x)<q(x)<co 
We have 
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0 
\\tf (p,^^{F{t))dF{t). 
X 
0 «_i 
= j{\tfF{t))^ F^-'^'^t) (p,^^iF{t))\tf dF{t)={l),say 
X 
Now the function ^'{x)-—' , continuous in (0,1), is replaced by an 
upper bound K\, say. For that purpose, we examine the limits with respect 
to X -> 0 and x-^\. 
We have lim 4^(x) < oo iff lim ^(x) < oo. 
x^l x^\ 
Thus the condition to be imposed on the parameters can be found in Lemma 
2.3.5. 
[r = \} V {r>\ A m>-\} v {r>\ A m<-\ A k+ n-r + MJ.>\] . 
Since g„^ (0) = 0 , we have lim ^ ( x ) < o o for r > —. 
x-^0 5 
Hence the condition 
cc cc 
{r>— A m>-\] V {r>— A m < - \ A k + n-r + M,.>\] 
5 5 
0 
yields (1) < {c^{<^)f^^~^Kx \\tf dF{t). 
'hus 
0 0 
\\tf' (p,^^{F(t))dF{t)<(c^{0)f^^'^Ki l\tf dF{t)<^ 
— 0 0 —CO 
Let C2{x)-\\t\ dF{t);s'mce C2(x)<cx), 
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ci decreases with respect to x and we have lim C2(x) = 0 , 
X^-CO 
lim C2(X) = E\X\ <OO a n d i f x > 0 : | x | {I-F{x))<C2{x)<oo, 
X—>-Q0 
We have 
0 
\{\t\\\-F(i))f'^-\l-F{t)f-'''^(p,^„(F{t))\tf dF{t) = i^^ 
The integrand (up to | ? | ) is replaced by an upper bound. 
I he lunction (1 - x) (prA^) = - TTX^-^) ' gm W 
(r-1)! 
on (0,1) can be replaced by a finite upper bound K2, say, if 
{r = l} V {r> l A m>-l A k + n-r +Mf.>—} 
5 
cc V {r>\ A m = -\ A k + n-r + Mj.>—} 
S 
cc 
v { r > l A m<-\ A k + n-\ + Mi>—}. 
5 
Thus 
X 
{2)<{c2{0)f^-^K2 \\tf dF{t) 
0 
and hence 
00 CO 
j | f " (p,_^{F{t))dF{t)<{c2{(})f^^~^K2 \\tf dF{t)«^. 
0 0 
Determining the conjunction of the following two condition. 
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( r > — CC _ . , (2 A m>-\} V {r>~ A m<-\ A A: + « - r + A/,, > 1} (5 (>^  
and 
{r==l} V { r > l A m > - l A k + n-r + M,.>—] 
5 
v { r > l A W = - 1 A A: + « - r + M , . > — } 
(2 
V {r>\ A m < - l A ^ + w - l + M i > — } , 
5 
the assertion of the theorem follows. 
Again ordinary record values (m = - l , A : = l) do not fulfill the condition, 
since k + n-r + Mr =k-\<— . 
' 5 
Sen 's theorem is contained in Theorem 3.2. putting m = 0 and k = \. 
4. Difference of moments 
Theorem 4.1: Let F be a i ^ possessing an absolutely continuous pseudo-
inverse F^ , r > 2 , and let the regularity condition 
F~\t)>{) for all /6(0,1) , // a>\,a^N 
F'\t)>0 forall r e (0 , l ) , // a<\,-a€N 
F~\t)>0 forall /e(0,1) 
\/F~\t)<0 forall / G ( 0 , 1), if -aeN 
be fulfilled with respect to O^aeR and F. 
Moreover, let mi =••• = m,._i -m . If the moments EX^ {r, n, m, k) and 
EX'^{r -\,n, m, k) of generalized order statisfics based on F exist, then 
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-a EX (r, n, m, k)-EX {r-\, n, m, k) 
Cr-2 .k+n-r+M^ /--I, a-^~-\{F-\t)f-\F-^)\t){\-t)^-"—^ g',;\t)dt 
(4.1) 
Proof: The following two-auxiliary properties are used in proving the above 
representation. 
(1) lim (f- ' (Of (l-O*"""''"'^'-g;-'W = 0 and 
(2) lim {F~\t)f{\-tf*"-'^'*'g'„-\t) = 0 
Now 
-a EX"^{r,n,m,k)- EX""{r-\,n,m,k) 
= \{F-\t)f{cPr,nit)-(Pr-\At))dt 
0 
1 
0 
= \iF-\t)f d ^r-2 /I .Ji+n-r+M,. ^r-\ 
(r-1)! gm (0 
^iF-\t)f{\-t)'^--'^''rgr^;\t) ( r -1)! 
Cr-2 
a 
^r-2 f / /7-l/ .^^«-l^z7-lv 
( r -1)! \{F-' {t)f-' (F-1 )'(o (1 - o'""-'""^'- g:;' it) dt 
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In the case of ordinary order statistics tliis representation is given by Lin 
(1988b) to obtain the recurrence relation for moments. Without use of 
pseudo-inverse this expression is represented in David and Shu (1978) and 
Khane/fl/. (1983)for aeA^. 
If ii|jf |<co is satisfied for some rv X, the expectation may be derived 
using the formula e.g. Rohatgi (1976). 
00 0 
E{X)= j (1 - F{x)) dx- j F(x) dx 
0 - 0 0 
Lemma 4.1: Let the rv X is distributed with an absolutely continuous df F 
with 
E X a <CO for some a e R , a ^0 . 
Then under the regularity conditions of Theorem 4.1, the following 
representation of the moments E{X)^ holds: 
00 0 
a \ x" (1 - ^(^)) dx- a \ x^ F{x)) dx , a EN , F arbitrary 
0 - o o 
CO 
a \ x" {\-F{x))dx , a>0,a^N 
0 
CO 
-a j x" ^F{x)dx, a<0-a^N 
0 
00 
a j x'^'^F{x)dx, -aeN,F \t)>0 
0 
0 
a-\ 
a j x"""'(1-F(x))^x , -aeN ,F \t)<0 
- 0 0 
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Corollary 4.1: Let X and Y be distributed according to continuous df F 
and G, respectively. Let the supports of F and G coincide and E X ^ < GO , 
< GO for some a eR , a^O . 
If the regularity conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold for Fand G, then 
00 
E(Xf - E{Yf =« j x""^ (G(x) - F{x)) dx . (4.2) 
E Y 
-oo 
Theorem 4.2: Let the df F be continuous, r > 2 , and let the regularity 
conditions of Theorem 4.1, be fulfilled with respect io a eR , a^Q and F. 
Moreover, let the moments EX^{r,n,m,k) and EX"{r-l,n,m,k) of 
generalized order statistics based on F exist and m\ = • • • = m^_j - m . 
Then, with a = F~ (0), h=F'~ (1), we have 
EX"" {r,n,m,k) -EX'' (r -l,n,m,k) 
= a - ^ j X--' (1 - F(x))^+-'^^^'- ^ ; -kF(x) ) Jx . (4.3) 
If in theorem 4.1, F is further assumed to be absolutely continuous, theorem 
4.2 follows directly via the transformation t =F{x). 
5. Moments for specific distributions 
Here moments of generalized order statistics are derived in case of power 
function distribution, Pareto distribution and Weibull distribution. 
5.1 Power function distribution 
Thepdfofthe Power function distribution is given by 
f{x)^acx"~^ , xe{0,c'^^") , a,c>0. 
and its df is 
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and its pseudo-inverse is 
-1 t F-\t)= - , / e ( 0 , l ) . 
A (i) For case 1 i.e. wj =••• = w„_i =m, —+1>0 and m^-\ .Then we 
a 
have 
•A, c. 
0 
c,. 
(/•-I) 
( r -1) ! 
0 
(m + 1) 
OT + I 
fix) dx 
At F(x) = r 
EX {r,n,m,k) 
1 / , \ i /a 
_ ^r-1 
( r - l ) ! ^ ; U f^  ('-) A;+(n-r)(m+l)-l i - ( i - 0 
m+l 
xr-1 
(w + 1) 
^ / 
C,._l(W + l) ' C '^ p/-/«^, ^^ ^ + (;,_,)(„, + l)_l^^_^^_^^,„ + l^,_l^^ 
( r - 1 ) ! 
j / " (1-0^ 
Now let ( l - ? ) = j ; then, 
EX {r,n,m,k) 
c,._i (m + l) c /l/fl 
(r-1)! j(i-.y)'""/^^''"'^^"'^^^"'[i-j^^^f'^4y 0 
<:>_! (m+l) c \-r -Ala r-1 S •n /i/'fl ('^ -D! , tSUJ 0 
A:+(/7-r+y)(w+l)-l (iy 
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(^-1)! "".til j) 
A. 
For records {m--\) with — e.VQ• 
a 
(_1)./ n ^ + (^  - ^ + j)im + l))r(A g +1) 
Y{Xia + \ + k + {n-r + j){m + 1)) 
-1/0 
I V* M l •' 
k-\ 
(r-1) 
log 1 
Y-i 
l -F(x) f{x) dx 
At F{x)=t 
A'a 
EX ' {r,n,m,k)-- T - l 
r I A''-i 
(r-iy.^ Kcj J l-^ I (1-0 J/ 
^r - l C 
-Xia 1 /l/l7 . r - l 
(r-1)! j ^ (1-0 
k-\ log 
(1-0, 
^/ 
Now let (1-0=J^, then 
l o g -
l y) 
dy 
Cr-\ ^Xa \ ^^"^ Ula^ 
(r-1)! 
Cr-\ -A; a 
1 
./=0 
A/a 
1 
V J J 
i-iy j yJ^k-' 
0 
l o g -
I yj 
dy 
(-1) (r-1)! / = o W J (7 + /t) 
<^r-l ^-/I'O 
('-!)! h[.j) 
Xja 
=c,_i(^)c-^/^X 
,/=0 
ij + k) 
1 a/«^  
V J J 
{-i)j 
c,_l{j + k) 
(ii) Forcasel i.e. m/^^w.-and 7/7 ;^K,-,and —+1>0, 
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~\ a 
c r 
0 '=1 
Let F{x) -1, then 
-/I, 
1 / \Xia r 
z=l 0 
= Cr^Xc''^-T{^^X)t^, r(r,) 
a 
For a particular case w = -1 and a = 1 i.e. for uniform distribution 
1 c,_2{k) 
EX{r, n, m, k)-EX{r - 1 , n, m, k)= 
c Cj,_\{k + \) 
Proof: Since 
EX^{r,n,m,k)-EX^{r-\,n,m,k) 
^X Cr-2 f X-\ 
( r -1)! 
jx^-l(l-F(x))^+-'-+^^g-l(F(x))Jx 
a 
Ilence for m--\ and a -1 
r - l 
/ ? ^ ( r , A 7 > , ^ ) - i ? X ( r - l , « , m , ^ ) = - ^ j ( l - F ( x ) / l o g 
^ 1 ^ 
( r - l ) ! y\-F{x)j 
dx 
/ • - ] 
( r - l ) ! j {\-cxf\og 
^ 1 ^ 
vl -CXy 
(ix 
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1 Cr-2 
c ( r -1)! j ^^ log 0 
f^V-
\t) 
dt 
1 c,_2 ^ Y{r) 
c Cy_\{k + \) 
Remark 5.1: 
i) ;„ = 0 , ;t = 1: 
EX^{r,n,Q,\)=r 
= c~ 
r„\ 
-A; a 
r-\ 
c T i-^y 
XI a n\ r{X/a + r) 
\n 
h - n 
^ j J 
{r-\)\T{Xla + n + \) 
This expression was given by Malik (1967). 
ii) m = -I, k e N , A/aeN: 
A; a f }l^\ 
EX''{r,n-\,k)=k' c'"'^'' Y, 'A. r ^-Aia a {-\y [k+j) :\~r 
.7=0 w ; 
For /L = 1,2 and k = \, this result is proved by Ahsanullah (1989). 
In the case of a uniform distribution (a = 1), 
EX^{f\n-\k) = k'' c'^ 
X f ^\ 
;=0 ^JJ 
A 
i-iy (k+j-y 
Hence 
EX{r,n,-l,k) = - k'' {k''' -{k + \) ''). 
c 
This expression was given by Nagaraja (1978). 
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5.2 Pareto distribution 
The/?(i/of the Pareto distribution is given by 
ac f(^)^^:TT ^ xG(c^/",cx)) , a,c>0 \/a 
X a+l 
and its df is 
F{x) = l -
X 
and its pseudo-inverse is given by 
1 (1 V^"" 
F-\t)= ^ ( 1 - 0 , ^€(0,1). 
\c J 
(i) For case 1 i.e. mi =•••-m^^^i = m. 
(a) Let m ^-\ 
If I and a satisfy the conditions 
k + {n- r){m +1) > Xja and k + {n- l)(m +1) > A/a 
then we have 
EX^{r,n,m,k) 
00 
( r -1)! 
g ; - l 
( r - l ) ! 
00 
jx'^[l-F(x/+^"-' ')("^+^)-^ 
/ . .. „ , -.,;7+0''-l 
I/a 
1 - [] - F{x)]' 
(m + 1) 
f{x)dx 
Cy_\ C f 1 
-/l/fl 
( - - ! ) ! ^Vc J -(1-0 (1-0 
.k+iyi-r)(m+\)A i - ( i - 0 
m 4-1 
J 
777 + 1 V-1 
^^ 
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- - ^ j (1 - 0"- '^'^  (1 - tf^^^-')^-"'"^^)-^ (l - (1 - O'^^^)'' ^ ^/ 
0 
Now let (1 - / ) = _v, then 
EX {r,n,m,k) 
A/ (7 
L ^ ^ yk+{n-r){m+\)-Xla-\Lym+\V ^^^ 
{r~\)\{m + \Y-^ 0^ + 1) 
B 
V 
k + {n-r){m + \)~ Xja 
m + l ,r 
k + {n-r){m + l)-X/a 
A/a r ( '-^- ) X r ( r ) 
' T - I '- ^ w + 1 (r - 1)! (w + 1)'" ^^ + {n-r){m + \)-Aia ^^^^ 
m + l 
k + {n-r){m + \)-X/a 
Asa n\ \ V-
' X 
(m + l / A^ + (^ - r ) (m + l ) - X / a ^ ^^  ^^  
m + l 
= c 
A/fl c,._i(^) 
c^_l (^- / i / a ) 
(b) For m = - l 
£X '^ ( r , « ,m ,y t )= ;^ f f - ( l - 0 ( r - l ) ! ^ U ; 
-Xia .r-\ 
(1-0 it-1 log (1-Oj 
^/ 
'^r-l /l/fl 
1 .r-1 
( r - 1 ) ! 
j ( j_^^/ :-A/a-l j^g 
•(1-0, 
dt 
Now let (l-/) = _y, then 
£X^r ,« ,m, i t )=^^c^/^ j / - ^ / ^ - ^ 
(r-1)! 0 
log-
V y) 
dt 
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Cr-l ,i-,„_I(!i 
= c 
La c,._x{k) 
Cy_\{k - A/a) 
(ii) For case 2 i.e. w,- ^  m^ and yi ^  y ^ , and let // ^ ^  , \<i<r . Then 
a 
00 
EX^{r,n,m,k)= c,_i j x^ / (x ) J^ «,[! - F(x)]^'"^^x 
J/a /=1 
At F{x) = t 
, ^-Ai'a r 1 ^  
EX^(r,n,m,k)= c,._x Y a,- (1^(1-0 / / (1-0^'^? 
i={ 0 
= c 
1=1 0 
dt 
c,_i{k~Xja) 
Since in uniform generalized order statistics 
1 
1 Y,ai\{\-tY'-^dt 
i=\ 0 Cr-\i.k) 
X 2 
where in c^ ._] (k ) the parameter k in c^_] is replaced by k 
a a 
Remark 5.2: 
i) m^O, k---l: 
(n-r)] Tin + l-A/a) 
This expression was given by Malik (1966). 
ii) »7 = - l , keN : 
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EX^{r,n-\,k)= c^i"" ^ 
/ \/" {k- Xla) 
and hence 
EX{r,n-\,k)^ c^ " -^ 
{k - l/a)' 
Tnis expression is proved in Grudzien and Szynal (1983) and for k = l in 
Nagaraja (1978) and Ahsanullah and Houchens (1989). 
5.3 Weibull distribution 
Thep(i/'of the Weibull distribution is given by 
f{x)- ac x^~ exp(-cx'^), xe(0,Go) , a,c>0. 
and its df is 
F(x)=l-exp(-cx' ' ) 
and its pseudo-inverse is given by 
r, , V/^ 
F-'{t)^ -log 
[c (1-0 
teiO,l) 
(i) For Case 1 i.e. wj =••• = w^_l = w. Let m^-land A/a + \>0 
EX^{r,n,m,k) 
(r-1)! 
00 
j x^[l-F(x)]^+«-'-+^'-^ /,;\F{x))f{x)dx 
(r-1)! 
00 
jx^[l-F(x)]^+^"-''^^'^+^)-^ l - [ l - /^(x)] (m + 1) 
m+ 
\r-\ 
f{x)dx 
(r- l ) ! ,U ^1 -0 
,/i./0 
(1-0 ^+(n-r)(m+l)-l 
V 
i - ( i - 0 
m + 1 
m+\ y-\ 
dt 
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Cr-\ c 
-1, a 1 ,/l/a 
log-('^-i)!(/w+ir'^i (1-0, 
Now let (\-t) = y, then 
( l _^ )M"- r ) ( ; «+ iHi_ ( l_^y«+ i - ^ ^ r-1 
/syf '{i\n,m.,k) 
C,_\ C -A/a 
7^1'°g 
\/l/a 
-A;a r-1 ^;. _iA 
^A:+(«-r)(w+l)-l | | _^m+l j ' ' ' , 
> A/a 
^'r-l C 
( ' - ! ) ! (^ ^ + 1 ) ' " /=0 V V j 
. 7 - 1 ^ 
E . (-lyjh^ ^ 
>^ , 
(-i)-^' 
yk+{n-r+j){m+\)-\ , 
r(A/«+i) 
( ' ' - ! ) ! (w + l)' ' ' y=o V J J {k + {n-r + j)(m + l)) A/a+\ 
-A/a r-\ fj.^\\ 
J ) 
( - l y (^ + (/7-r + 7)(m + l)y -A a-\ 
For w = - l 
00 
Z s X ^ r , « , m , / t ) = ^ ^ f x ' ^ ( l - F ( x ) / - ^ g J - ^ F C x ) ) / ( x ) Jx 
00 / 
( r - 1 ) ! jx^l-F(x)y log 
1 V-
l -F(x), / ( x ) (ix 
^r-1 f f l i . . 1 
/I/a 
l>; {r-l)l^{c (1-0 (1-0 ^-1 
xr-
log 
(1 - 0 
dt 
Cr-\ ^^Xia 
( r - 1 ) ! j(l-0^"Mlog 
\ Aia+r-\ 
' (1-0 
dt 
Now let ( l - 0 = >^ , then 
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1 / \A/a+r~l 
( r -1)! 0 
log- dy 
Cr-\ -Xja ^ ^{^ja + r) 
C X (r - 1)! ^1/a+r 
In the special case a = 1, i.e. exponential distribution 
1 1 
EX {r ,n,m,k) - EX {r -l,n,m,k)--
here m may or not may be equal to 1. 
c k + (n-r){m + l) 
A (ii) For case 2 i.e. w / ^ m ; and /i^yj, and —+l>O.Then 
a 
CO , . 
0 /=! 
1 / \ i / f l r 
c - ( 1 - 0 ^
 /=1 
-•Cr-\c 
r \ f , \^/« 
i=l 0 ( 1 - 0 
(1-0^'"^^? 
a . 1 
Remark 5.3: 
i) m=^0,k^\: 
EX^{r,nM)^r 
fy,\ 
\n 
r-\ fr-\^ 
c-^/'^r(A/« +1) X ( - ly . ( « - r + ; + l) 
./=0 
-i/a-
V y ; 
This expression is proved by Lieblien (1955). 
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jj) m = -I, k E N : 
EX^{r,n,~-\,k) = ~~—c'^^"" rU/a + r)k~^^'' ( r -1)! 
and hence 
EX{r,n-lk) = —^— c"^-''' r{{/a + r) k^^^" . ( r -1)! 
This expression is obtained by Grudzien and Szynai (1983) and for A = 1, is 
proved by Nagaraja (1978). 
Hence for exponential distribution 
EXir,n-\,k)=— (Ahsanullah, 1987). 
ck 
6. Recurrence relation for moments 
The most important recurrence relation for ordinary order statistics is proved 
by Cole (1951) in the continuous case and is frequently used: 
{n-r)EX"^ + rEX''_^, =n EX" , , l<r<n-l. 
^ ' ' -^ r+\.n r.n-\ ' 
Melniclc (1964) proves this recurrence relation in discrete case also. 
Corollary 6.1: For moments of generalized order statistics with m^-\ and 
W] =••• = m„_] =m and \<r<n-\, the following recurrence relation 
holds. 
(i) 
[k + {n-r-\){m^\)]EX''{r,n,m, k)^r{m + \)EX'^{r + \,n,m,k) 
=[k + {n-l)(m + l)]EX'^{r, n~l,m,k) 
(ii) 
\k + {n-r- l)im +1)] [EX""(r + 1, n, m,k)-EX""{r, n, m, k)] 
^[k + {n-\){m + \)\[EX^{r-Y\,n,m,k)-EX''{r,n-\,m,k)] 
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(iii) 
[k + {n- \){m + 1)] [EX'^ir, n, m, k)-EX''{r, n-l,m,k)] 
= r{m + 1) [EX''ir,n,m, k)- EX""(r + l,n,m,k)] 
Proof: The assertions are directly proved by Lemma 2.3.1. 
Theorem 6.1: Let X(r,n,m,k),X{r -l,n,m,k)and X(r + p,n + q,m,k + s), 
r > 2, be generalized order statistics based on the df F given by 
(f-'y(o4 <"-')<"""""'""""'gi;« (6.2) 
a 
with d >0, p,q EZ , meR,s>l- k and let a^O hea constant such that 
- GO < EX"{r,n,m,k),EX^{r - l,n,m,k),EX"~\r + p,n + q,m,k + s)<oo ^ 
then the follov/ing recurrence relation holds 
EX^(r,n,m,k)-EX^{r-l,n,m,k) = aCEX'''\r + p,n + q,m,k + s) 
(6.3) 
at (7 = 1 
C = ^ ^r-2i^,k) ^^j,x(r,n,m,k) -EX{r - U,m^k), (6.4) 
d Cj._^_p_i{n + q,k + s) 
if the expectation exist. 
Where Z is the set of integers and R is the set of real numbers. 
Proof: Using Theorem 3.4.1 and the representation of (F~ )'(?) we have 
EX''{r,n,m,k)-EX''{r-l,n,m,k) 
d ( r - l ) ! J 
= ^ ^' ^ ^ —-EX"^ {r + p,n + q,m,k + s) 
d Cf.^p__i{n + q,k + s) ( r - l ) ! 
Putting « = 1, we can obtain 
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EX{r,n,m,k)-EX{r-\,n,m,k) = ^ ^r-li^^k) 
d c^^p_i{n + q,k + s) 
Theorem 6.2: Let aeR , j3>0 with a + j3^0,lQt X{r,n,m,k), 
X{r -l,n,m,k) and X(r + p,n + q,m,k + s) be generalized order statistics 
with 2<r<n,p,qEZ,SER,\<r + p<n + q,k + s>l, and let h be a 
function on (0,1) given by 
^-A(04(l-')'""""'"""""'S.SW (6.5) 
at a 
d>0 , such that the quantity [^h{t)f^^ is well defined, if /]>0. 
If the df of the generalized order statistics is expressible as 
' ^')-([/?/,(0]'''^/?>o <"•"> 
with 
- 00 < EX^ ^{r,n,m,k),EX^^^(r - l,n,m,k),EX^{r + p,n + q,m,k + ^)< oo , 
then the following recurrence relation holds : 
EX''''f^{r,n,m,k) -EX^'^'^ir - l,yi,m,k) 
= {a + /])CEX^(r + p,n + q,m,k + s) (6.7) 
where 
d Cyj^p_\{n +q,k +s) {r-\)\ 
Proof: For y^  = 0 
{F-^)\t)^ex^{h{t)]h\t)^F-\t)h\t) 
then from theorem 3.4.1, 
HrS'^i^ 
\ . V .-V,-
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_ac^^^{n,k) (r + p -1 ) ! ^^^a. ^ ^ . , 
tX [r + p,n + q,m,k + s) 
d (/•-!)! Cf.^p_^{n + q,k + s) 
= aCEX'^ {r + p,n + q,m,k + s) 
For y5>0 
Hence 
£:X^+^(r, /7, m, /t) - EX^'^^ir -1, «, m, k) 
-{a^ Pp-f^ \{F-\t)f h\t){\-tf^--^''^''r gr^^^ 
{r - 1)! Q 
d ( r -1)! J^ 
= ^^  EX {r + p,n + q,m,k + s) 
d {r-\)\ c,.^p_iin + q,k + s) 
^{a + p)CEX^{r + p,n+ q,m,k + s) 
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F{x)^\-{dq{c-^x'^)f'', dq 
xe{{p{c-~ff^,^] , q<0 
dq 
Remark 6.1: In the case of ordinary order statistics i.e. m = 0 , k = l and 
s = 0. 
(i) p = 0,q = 0: 
h(t)=-log- +c; 
d 1-t 
J3 = 0,CER: 
F{x) = \-e''^x'"^ , X G ( / , O O ) ; 
i.e. Pareto distributions (Malik, 1966) 
y6? = lv ( / ?>0Ac>0) : 
F ( x ) = l - e x p { - ^ ( i x ^ - c ) } , X E { { M ' ^ , ^ ) 
i.e. Weibull distributions 
(ii) /?=0 , q^O: 
h{t)=-^{\-tf+c-
dq 
y^  = 0 ,ce i? 
F(x) = l -{dq(c - log x)) l/q 1 
c 
i.e. Reflected log power function distributions (^>0), log 
Pareto distributions (^ < 0). 
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yff = l v ( y g > O A C > - ^ ) : 
dq 
i.e. Special Pearson-type -I distributions (/? = 1), power 
function distributions {J3>Q,q-\,c = —) 
d 
(iii) / ? ^ - l , q = p + \ : 
dq 
/] = 0,ceR: 
F(x)=(^( logx-c)y/^ 
c+— 
xE{e\e "'O,^>0 
1 
c+— 
xe{0,e ' ^^) ,g<0 
i.e. Log power function distributions (^>0), reflected log 
Pareto distributions (^ < 0). 
/:^  = 1 V { / ? > 0 A C > 0 ) , ^ > 0 : 
p dq 
i.e. power function distributions [ p = q = ) 
(Lin, 1988b) 
/3 = 0,cER,q<0: 
1 
F(x)= (^^(x - c ) / ' ^ X e (-^,c +—)) 
i.e. reflected Pareto distributions. 
/]^2k-l,keN ,ceR, q<0: 
F{x)= {dq{-xP -c))V'^ , Xe {-(«, (/5(c + J-))l ' ^} 
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i.e. Reflected Burr XII distributions. 
(iv) p = ~\ , q = 0: 
h{t)- — \ogt+c ; 
d 
F{x)^e~''''^x'^ , jce(0,e' ' ) ; 
i.e. Power distributions (Malik, 1967) 
F{x)- exp{(i(x - c)}, X e (-GO,C)) 
i.e. Reflected exponential distributions. 
F{x)^ exp(^(^x^ - c)i'i'^ , X e {-^, {pd^P) 
i.e. Reflected Weibull distributions. 
(v) /7=-l , q=-\: 
d \-t 
P = 0,CER: 
F(x)=[l + e'''^x''^]'^ , xe(0,oo) 
i.e. Transformed Burr III distributions. 
/3^\,CER: 
F{x)=[l+exp{-d{x-c)]]~ , xe(-co,Go) 
i.e. logistic distributions 
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CHAPTER 4 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF DISTRIBUTIONS THROUGH 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we will discuss characterization of distributions through 
generalized order statistics. Azlarov and Volodin (1986) discussed the 
characterization problem associated with exponential distribution. Lin 
(1988a) considered the characterizing recurrence relations for uniform, 
Pareto, exponential and logistic distributions. In this chapter characterization 
through conditional expectation of generalized order statistics is discussed 
when conditioned on adjacent or non-adjacent generalized order statistics. 
2. Characterizations via conditional expectations of generalized order 
statistics 
Let X{\,n,m,k),---,X{n,n,m,k), {n>l) be a sequence of generalized order 
statistics based on continuous df F. Let xe{a, (5), where «and P may be 
finite or infinite. Given a real, continuous and strictly monotonic function 
Let 
E[h{X{r + \,n,m,k))\X{r,n,m, k)^x] = ^ (x) (2.1) 
Then, 
y ^ 
^{x)=—^^^^^V" ^(^)(^ - ^(3^)) '^- '^'' .ny)dy (2.2) 
(i-F(x))^^+> ; 
Theorem 2.1: [Keseling (1999); Cramer e/«/. (2004); Khan e/a/. (2005)] 
Given a function h as described above. 
Characlerization Through generalized order siaiisiics 
Let E[h{X{r + 1, n, m, k))\ X{r, n, m, k)=x] = i^{x) 
Then 
F{x)=-l-exp 
Proof: Since i^{x)--
] J'(y\ Jy 
Yr+i I ^i.y)-Ky) 
(2.3) 
rr+1 
fi 
(] - F{x)) rr+\ 
\h{y){\-F{y))y>-^^~^f{y)dy 
P 
^(x)(l-FW/^+' =rr+l \Ky)i}-F{y)Y^^''^f{y)dy 
X 
Differentiating both side w. r. t. x, we have 
= -rr+lh{x){\-F(x)Y':i-^f{x) 
as dx 
\g{t)dt^-g{x) 
Iherefore, 
^\x)[\-F{x)] = y,^^[^{x)-h{x)\f{x) 
fix) ^ 1 ^\x) 
Integrating with respect to x, 
1 log[l-F(x)]- j ^'(7) 
rr+i ^ [ ^ ( y ) - W ] 
dy 
F{x) = \-Qxp 1 1 ^'(J^) Tr+i ^ ^iyhKy) dy 
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Corollary 2.1: (Keseling, 1999) 
Let X{1, n, m, k),---,X{n, Fi, m, k) be a sequence of generalized order 
statistics based on continuous df F. 
Further let /•G(1,---, n-l) be fixed and ^ a non arithmetic real monotonic 
function on R^ such that 
E[(/)[X{r + \, n, m, k)-X(r,n, m, k)]\X{r, n, m, k)=^x] = c a.s. (2.4) 
if and only if there exist A>0 and jUsR with 
F{x)=l-exp[-A(x-/j)] , x> fj 
Corollary 2.2: (Keseling, 1999) 
Let X{\,n,m,k),---,X{n,n,m,k), n>2 be a sequence of generalized order 
statistics based on the differentiable df F with supp (F)=(0,GO) , F' >0 on 
•2 X' < GO for a rv, then supp (F) and for some r e{\,---,n-l), E 
Var[X{r + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)=x\ = c>0 a.s. (2.5) 
if and only if there exist /l>0 with F{x)-l-Qxp{-Ax), x>0. 
Corollary 2.3: (Keseling, 1999) 
Let X{l,n,m,k),---,X(n,n,m,k), n>3, be a sequence of generalized order 
statistics based on df F with mj =m2 = • •• =w„_| = m and /w >-1 for some 
r G ( 1 , - - - , / 7 - 2 ) . Furthermore, let F be absolutely continuous differentiable 
with density/=F' positive on supp(F). Then there exist constants a>0 
and b e R, 
with 
E[ {X{r,n,m,k) \ X{r + 2,n,m,k)=x] ^ax + b [p-^(''+2,;7,m,A)j ^2.6) 
if and only if 1 - {l -Fi.)}"^"^ is except for change of location and scale. 
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G(x)=\ 
0 x<0 
9 
G{x)-. 
X 
0 < x < l 
x>0 
jc<0 
x>0 
;/ 0 < a < 1 
// a = l 
and 
G(X): ( - X ) 
1 
e x < - l 
x > - l 
if a>\ 
with 
9:^ 2r + l 
2 + . 
2r + n 
2 
2 
- r ( r + l) (a-1) 
a 
a^^l 
where />^(^+2, n,m,k) -^^ conditional pdf of X{r,n,m,k) given 
X{r + 2, n, m, k). 
and 
G(x)=l-(l-F(x))"'+>. 
Theorem 2.2: (Cramer e/ a/., 2004) 
Let l < r < « - l , l < / < « - r , and X{\,n,m,k),---,X{n,n,m,k), (/7>2)be a 
sequence of generalized order statistics based on continuous df F with 
parameters /i • • • 7,7. 
If constants a > 0 and beR exists such that 
E{X{r+ l,n,m,k) X{r,n,m,k))-ax + b P a.e. 
then F is the df of a generahzed Pareto distribution. Thus up to a 
transformation of the argument, it is given by one of the following 
distribution functions. 
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(i) If a = 1, then 
F{x) - \ - exp(-x), X > 0. 
(ii) If 0<a<l , then 
/r(x) = l_ ( -x)^ , xe [ - l , 0 ] . 
(iil) If <3>1, then 
F{x)-\-x , XG[1,GO]. 
The parameter 6 is given by ^ = — , where 77 is the unique solution of the 
77 
polynomial equation 
1 Ct^  
pKri)----- n ^ 7 ' 7e(-oo,min{>',.+i,---,;/^+/}). 
a . . •' j=r+[ 
3. Characterization of distributions through linear regression of non-
adjacent generalized order statistics 
Case 1: W] = W2 = • • • = i^n-l ~ ^'^ • 
Theorem 3.1: (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous rv with df F{x) and pdf f{x) on 
support {a,P) where a and p may be finite or infinite. 
Then for r < s 
E[X{s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k)=x\=a x + b (3.1) 
if and only if 
F{x)-^l~{ax + bf\ xe{a,P). (3.2) 
where 
a -
' c[k-v{n-r-j){m + \)] ^ ' cyj 
^}^ c[k + {n-r- j){m +1)]+ 1 jl\^ (cyj +1) 
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and 
b*=-~{\-a*) 
a 
(3.3) 
Proof: First ' i f part is proved, i.e. (3.2) implies (3.1). 
We have 
F{x) = \ax^b\, xe{a,P) 
f{x)=-ac\ax + bf 
where 
F{x)=\-F{x) 
Since the conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, 
\<r <s <n, is given by 
fs\riy\^)= {s -r - l ) !c^_i 
X 
[h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-'[F{y)] s-r-\\P( „wk+{n-s){m+\)-\ f(y) 
This conditional/7(^ can also be written as 
fs\r(y\^)= 's-l {s -r~l)\c^_l{m + l) s-r-\ 
1 - ^F{y)^ 
yF{x)j 
m+\ s-r-\ 
X 
k+{n-s)(m+l)-\ fjy) 
F{x) (3.4) 
We have 
E\X{s, n, m, k)\ X{r, n, m, k)=x] 
^s-\ 
P 
{s~r-Y)\Cj,_i (m + 1) T^x\y 
1- F{y) 
5 - r - l 
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k+{n-s){m+\)-\ 
Fix) dy (3.5) 
Set . = ^ = 
F{x) 
ay+b 
ax+ b 
~[C 
, then the R.H.S. reduces to 
^ 5 - 1 
(s - r -l)!c,._j (m + I) 5-r - l 
X J 
OL 
u^'''^ (ax + b)-b 
a 
l-^^/^+J r ''' \k+in-s)im+l)-l 
m+\ Let u =t, then we get 
E[X{s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k)=x\~a x + b' 
where 
0 = — ( 1 - a ) 
a 
and 
* ' 5 - 1 ;77=rl' 
c(/7?+l) 
-1 
which gives 
i^.-tf~^dt 
s-r 
a 
yr c[k^-{n-r-j){m + \)] ^ ' c/j 
| i l c[k + {n-r- j){m +1)]+ 1 .^^\^ [cyj + 1) 
after simplification. 
Hence if part is proved. 
To prove that (3.1) implies (3.2), we have from (3.5) 
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E[X{s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
•.v-1 
/3 
{s~r -l)!c,._| (m + 1) s~r-] J y 1 -
s-r-l 
X 
^ + (/7-i ' )( '" + l ) " l /(z) 
Fix) 
* , * (i>'= a x + b 
-V - (M+V) Set F(x)=e and /^(y)^*? "^ ' "Mo get, 
£'[X(6',/7,m,A)| X(r,/?,w,^)=.\"] 
CX) 
(>y-r-l)!c,._l(w + l)' 0 
xe '• "^  ^^  '^du= a t [e ) + b 
Further if we set G{v)-F [e ^ ) , we get 
CO 
b' 
JG(w + v ) / / ( Jw)=G(v)+^ 
n a 
(3.6) 
where 
ju(du)- 's-\ 
,s-r~\ a (s -r -\y.c,.__] (m + iy 
x[l - ,-u{m+\)Y~r-\ ^-u[kH>^-s){m+\)] ^ ^ 
(3.7) 
* b 
Equation (3.6) is of the form of equation (1.9.3) with c -—, and therefore 
a 
at /7;^0. 
- l . _ - V ^ . . , .,^(^J]V G{y)^F~\e~')^r^a\\-e'^'') 
or 
e"'=F[7 + a'(l-e'')] 
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.el 
z = y + a\\-e'T^) 
herefore 
F{zy- 1 z - y 
a' 
[az + bf 
n 
where 
1 , a'+y 1 
a' a' f] 
(3.8) 
Now to see the relationship between a , b' and a,b,c ,V^Q have from 
equation (1.9.2) and (3.7) 
a = m+l 
c , _ i ( . - r - l ) ! ( m + l) 5 - r 
Putting T] = — a n d solving, we get, 
a 
'^ c[k + {n-r-j){m + l)] ^ ' _ ^ T ^ 
j i j c[k + in-r-Mm +1)]+1 ^.f/^j (cyj + 1) 
as desired. 
For b ,we have from (1.9.1) and (3.7) at v=0 
00 
G(0) + c* = JG{u)ju{du) 
0 
This in the view of (1.9.3) and (3.7) at T]^0 reduces to. 
(3.9) 
b y + a' 
y+ = 
a a 
• « ' 
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Therefore, b = — { \ - a ) in view of (3.8). 
a 
Remark 3.1;; In the hmiting case c —> oo 
and 7 = 0 
or F{z)=e 
where ss and /j=y 
Therefore, 
-Aiz-M) 
F{z)^ l{z-ij) 
={az+h\ 
as c—>Go. 
, X , c + Xu 
where a-— , b= ~ , c^oo . 
c c 
Thus a =\ as c -> CO. 
To find b , we have 
b * CO 
a 0 
r P'Cs-l 
a' a c,._\{s-r-\)\{m + \) 
^(^''i'^' 
n-s+ 1 
m+\ {\-tY''~^dt 
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y y^'^.-i 
a a Cj._.\{s-r-\)\{m + \) 
d 
s~r~\ B n- s + m + \ ,s -r J 
X 
w +1 w + 1 
where T(x)=—logr(x) (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) 
dx 
Since (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) 
^ 1 
T(.-.)-Tw=-s^^_^^ 
Therefore, 
b y 
y-{ = - ^ + 
a 
* * * a a A{m + 1) j=] („ _,.) + 
(m + 1) 
Since a -> 1 as c -^ GO 
hence 
s-r 1 1 ^^ '"'^  1 
b*-~Y =^T - ^ 
A .^^ k + {n-r- j){m + 1) 1 .^^ Yr+j 
(3.10) 
Remark 3.2: Some of these results were also obtained by Cramer et al. 
(2004). 
Case 2: When/W; ?i wy and/j^yj i,j = l,---,n-L 
Let X be an absolutely continuous rv with <i/'F(x) and/?(^/(x)on support 
((2,y6?) where « and y^  may be finite or infinite. Then the condifionalp^^of 
X{s,n,m,k)g[VQr\ X{r,n,m,k) = x, l<r<s<n, is given by 
fx{s,njnMX{r,nJi,k)(y •^ ) c,s-l ir), 
^r-1 /=r+l 
Lemma 3.1: (Khan and Alzaid, 2004 ) 
i-ris) Fjy) 
Fix) Fiy) .x<yi3Al) 
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For Ml i^m ; and Yi'^Y i /, 7 = 1, • • •,« - 1 , and c any real number 
.V 
S 1 s-r-\ s n 1 
/=r+l r r / \ / i \ /'=r+l ^ yi> 
Proof: Since (3.11) is a defined;:'(i/^, therefore 
c. s-\ V S^) 
c,. r-\ i^r+\ 
z-r(^) 1 /^  T F F(x) r,-i F{x) = 1 
implying 
'^ «J'\^)_c,_i I 
r+1 ^/ ^^-1 
or 
I 
/=r + J 
1 1 
n iyj-yi)yi 
J=r+\ 
n , 
i=r+\ '^ 
Replacing // by (1 + c//) we have 
X 1 5 
7=r+l 
Theorem 3.2: (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous rv with df F{x) and pdf / (x)on 
support (a,/^) where a and y5 may be finite or infinite. Then for 
\<r <s <n 
E[X{s,n,m,k) X{r,n,m,k)-x\-a x + b 
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if and only if 
F(x)=[ax+bf , xE{a,^) 
where 
a = n C/i and b -— (1 - a ) a • . (C7/ +1) 
4. Some examples: For both the theorems 
4.1. Power function distribution 
F(x)= ' v-x 
Vv- / i j 
1 V 
x + V - /7 V - / / 
^ 
fl= , b- , c = B 
V- JLl V- fl 
* 
a - n 
b* = v{\-a*) 
4.2. Pareto distribution 
(lu + d 
iOYi+l) <1 
F{x)-. 
\0 
\x + d j 
1 
-x + 
5 
f.i+5 /j+S 
-e 
a-
a 
' , A = - ^ , c=-0 
ILl + d /U + d 
= n —^^>i 
b* = S{a*-l). 
4.3. Exponential distribution 
F{x)=e-^^'-^'^ , //< X 
jU<X<V 
jU<X<CO 
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~\c ?i{x- fS) 
c 
A , c + AjU 
c c 
Let h{x) be a monotone function of x, 
Then 
E[h{X(s,n,m,k))\h{X{r,n,m,k))=^x]= a*h{x) + b* 
if and only if 
F{x)=[ah{x)+bf 
with the same a and b as given in (3.3) and (3.8). 
Therefore, the following more examples may be appended (Khan and 
Abouammoh, 2000). 
Distributions 
Power functions 
Pareto 
F{x) 
\-a-PxP 
0<x<a 
aPx-P 
0<x<oo 
a 
-a-P 
aP 
a 
a-P 
a-' 
b 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
1 
1 
P 
- 1 
-P 
h(x) 
xP 
x-P 
-1 
X 
xP 
X 
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Beta of the first kind 
Weibull 
Inverse Weibull 
Bun- type XII 
Cauchy 
0 < j c < l 
exp[-6'(x-//)^] 
X> jU 
0<x<oo 
(i + exP)-'' 
0<x<oo 
1 1 _i 
tan X 
2 n 
- CO < X < CX) 
-1 
-ejc 
- 1 
e 
1 
n 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
P 
00 
1 
- m 
1 
X 
(X - lA^-
^-o.-p 
xP 
tan" X 
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